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INT. BATHROOM - DAY

JAMES GUTHRIE (21), turns the tap on a bath tub. He is

scared, shaky, shy. He picks up a toaster and approaches the

tub. He steps in.

JAMES (VO)

I’m finished taking crap from all

sides. No more, no longer. Nothing

left to live for. Signed, James

Guthrie. Ps... This is a suicide

note. I’m going to kill myself.

He seats himself, and drops the toaster...nothing happens.

His eyes follow the cord; it’s not plugged in.

JAMES (CONT.)

Looks like I’ll need some help.

EXT. FRONT PORCH - DAY

James is walking up to a house, with some hesitation. He

stops at the first step and looks at the front door.

JAMES (VO)

My problem is that I’m too much of

a wimp to actually do anything. For

example, blood makes me queasy-,

CUT TO:

INT. BATHROOM - NIGHT

James is in a bathroom, holding a razor blade and looking at

his wrists. He then looks up into the mirror with his eyes

wide, HEARING a comically high pitched scream in his head.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRIDGE - DAY

JAMES (CONT.)

-heights make me shaky,

James walks to the edge of the bridge and looks down at the

moving water. He glances back up quickly, eyes wide.
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EXT. FRONT PORCH - DAY

JAMES (CONT.)

-and there’s a lot of other shit

I’m afraid of.

James walks up the steps and opens the door with a key.

INT. JOAN’S HOME - DAY

JOAN SOMMER (20) appears around the corner, and is

positively beaming once she sees him. Joan and James hug

before walking into the kitchen and sitting down. They

discuss through sign language.

JAMES (CONT.)

I’ve known Joan ever since the

third grade. She’s the one friend

I’ve ever really loved or trusted.

James moves closer to Joan as she shakes her head. James

asks again. Joan agrees. Joan gets up and begins to brew

some tea. Joan begins expressing her displeasure.

JAMES (CONT.)

She’s helping me because we’re

friends, good friends, not because

I’m a loser. I mean, who just goes

around killing their friends?

The kettle reaches boiling point as James sits intently,

somewhat pleased. Joan marches over to the kettle, and

instead of pouring James’ cup, she throws sugar packets at

him.

JAMES (CONT.)

I didn’t think she’d be taking it

so well. I am just asking to help

push things along, right?

FADE TO:

EXT. STREET - DAY

James and Joan are standing on the street corner, looking

around anxiously. James puts his backs toward Joan and walks

to the edge of the curb. Staring down the street, he sees a

large vehicle approaching.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES (CONT.)

I’m about to get pushed in front of

this car, and Joan’s going to do

it. I think of bones breaking and

blood spraying and...

We HEAR James thinking of these things.

JAMES (CONT.)

...or I’ll just concentrate on the

news...How about them stock rates?

Inflation, deflation, it’s all so-

Joan suddenly pushes James out into the street. The car

honks it’s horn and slams on the breaks before-

CUT TO:

INT. JOAN’S HOME - NIGHT

We see both Joan and James sitting on Joan’s couch. Joan is

playing a video game in which she has just missed striking a

pedestrian with a moving car. James watches whilst holding a

cup of tea.

JAMES (VO)

Joan pushed too early, resulting in

a sissy-out.

EXT. STREET - DAY

James is standing at the side of a motionless car, when the

driver gets out of his car and begins to yell at James.

INT. JOAN’S HOME - NIGHT

James and Joan are sitting on the same couch as before.

James is holding an ice pack to his head with one hand and a

cup of tea in the other. He grabs hold of Joan.

JAMES (VO)

I decided that Joan was going to

have to get her hands dirty. I

hated doing this to her, because if

I didn’t die by the end of this

day...well I was going to be upset.

James mimes more sign language to Joan as tears well up in

her eyes.

FADE TO:
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EXT. JOANS BACKYARD - DAY

Joan and James are back outside. James gets down on his

knees. Joan approaches him with a shovel over her shoulder.

JAMES (VO)

A direct hit to the head would work

just fine I figured. Joan did have

a killer swing back on our high

school softball team.

The tension builds between the two. As Joan mimes "I Love

You" to James, he returns the gesture and braces himself.

The moment lingers.

JAMES (CONT.)

I started to think, about

everything.

The shovel comes closer and closer to James’ head. The

moment of impact in dramatically close. Here it comes.

JAMES (CONT.)

And then it hit me.

We HEAR impact.

INT. JOAN’S HOME - DAY

James wakes up slowly and sees Joan tending to his arm, and

giving him a teary eyed smile.

JAMES (VO)

It would appear that I was okay.

Luckily for my head Joan couldn’t

do it. Unfortunately for my arm,

she figured that out after swinging

a freaking shovel.

CUT TO:

EXT. JOANS BACKYARD - DAY

Joan swings and hits James on his left arm. He grabs his

arms and jumps up in a fit of pain. He keels over.

JAMES (VO)

Remember how I said I was a wimp?

Well, turns out I was even more of

one than I thought. I fainted.
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INT. JOAN’S HOME - DAY

James holds an ice pack to his arm while Joan puts the

kettle on the stove.

JAMES (VO)

Joan was pretty cool about it,

thankfully she dragged me into the

house, not taking another whack

while I was down.

Joan returns to the couch and mimes the phrase "try again?"

James shakes his head. Joan smiles the widest smile she ever

has, and hugs James. They embrace while the Kettle WHISTLES.

THE END.


